Faculty Wrongs
Arouse Campus
To Indigation

Recent Outrages Are Conti­nued Despite Violent Protests

During the past few months The Trail has seen the professors of his campus make manifest in un­justices in the name of learning. But we can sit quietly by and take it no longer. This week’s outrages has made us rise from out chairs in purposes of intox­i­cation. Have you been the victim of some of these? If you have, rise up; You and alone can save yourself from this slavery. Rise up, comrades! Rise up! Defend yourselves!

Following are just a few of the atrocities to which students have been submitted:

Prof. J. Homer Drowsy, of the sociology department, today in­sisted that Captain Dynamo of the Varsity Crew would have to at­tend classes at least once a week... Varsity Crew would have to at­tend classes at least once a week!

The professors are carrying a small arsenal of erasers, rubber bands and knives to protect the students. The embryo organization has been formed under the leadership of Dr. Reginald Staff, formerly of the History Department. The announcing of a 500 dollar reward was not on the program.

The Trail wishes success to these courageous students to drop the books to match her dresses.

The Composition of the Love Letter: Southern Accent, French Ac­cent, by student since College moved to the west coast. The announcing of a 500 dollar reward was not on the program.
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Learn The "College Swing" for Homework
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IN THE COLLEGE SWING, as danced by JACKIE COOGAN and BETTY GRABLE, the boy hops on the right foot, extending the left, the girl on the left, extending the right. Repeat on the other foot.

IN THE BREAK AWAY is a standard break. This takes up two bars.

THE BREAK, boy and girl hop on left foot, tapping right behind, then on the right foot, tapping left behind. This figure is repeated for a total of eight counts, making up two bars of music.

IN RUNNING BALBOA, once is in still position. Step forward 1-2-3-4, first three counts are taken in double time. Partners each swing to the left, then switch and swing to the right. Step forward for four counts.

IN THE ROCKY ROAD TO EDUCATION

DANSEURS TRUCK FORWARD for four counts. On fourth count this dancer becomes the lead dancer and makes silly faces. The other continues to occupy his position. A silly pose, then back same for four counts, then forward for another four counts, ending in silly pose at fourth count.

THE FLEA HOP is a sliding motion from side to side, the man's weight is on the right foot, he left pulls the right over, then alternate. The better the slide the better the couple.

The Trail advocates that each and every student learn the "College Swing" for next week's musical comedy.
WHAT DO THE WOMEN OF CPS THINK ABOUT MARRIAGE?

After four years of exhaustive research on these vital matters of interest to all, we are pleased to present the resultant results of this stupendous survey.

MARRIAGE: 56% of the independent women believe that marriage is for everyone. The other 44% think half are women.

After four years of experimenting, 3% of the senior women believe that kissing is involved in petting. The remaining 97% are unfamiliar with the pastime. 58% of the sophomores, next getting in on it are more interested. Arrangements for the dances were made by the Interdenominational Committee (of Campus Christian Association, Friends, and Unrelated Religious Groups), featuring the band and part of the orchestra. Arrange­ments for the dances were made by the Interdenominational Committee (of Campus Christian Association, Friends, and Unrelated Religious Groups), featuring the band and part of the orchestra.

The football outlook is scrumptious. It is with a feeling of gaiety that we look upon the football schedule for next year. With a squad of the highest paid pigskin players in the United States we have been forced to turn down invitations from such outstanding teams as University of Chicago, University of Wisconsin, and University of Michigan. The CPS squad is also rounding out in fine shape, with several of the freshmen think petting is all right, but athletics are more important. 40% think petting has a technique with which they cannot compete. There are few better fullbacks in the country than Slim Summerville, while Robert Taylor's ability to crack a defense is more than that of his older brother, Robert. The CPS squad is also rounding out in fine shape, with several of the freshmen think petting is all right, but athletics are more important. 40% think petting has a technique with which they cannot compete. There are few better fullbacks in the country than Slim Summerville, while Robert Taylor's ability to crack a defense is more than that of his older brother, Robert.

THE FOOTBALL OUTLOOK IS SCRUMPTIOUS

With entering rhythm and melodic chorus issuing from his fingers, Teddy Frickel played for the students' enjoyment at the Monday evening a small formal dance that was held last Tuesday evening in the Gymnasium. bunette walked and swing songs were well liked with the popular "trickin' on down" selections to win everyone's tapping foot.

The latest was Miss Mary Constantine, one of CPS's seniors, whose singing was a feat of the orchestra. Arrangements for the dances were made by the Interdenominational Committee (of Campus Christian Association, Friends, and Unrelated Religious Groups), featuring the band and part of the orchestra.

Decorations were planned in the Hawaiian motif and small flowers were given as favors to the guests.
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Sally Jensen Elected President of YWCA

Miss Sally Jensen was chosen president of YWCA at a special election held last Tuesday. Other officers were Evelyn Shaw, vice-president; Mary Ann Hawthorne, secretary; and Letty Schaubenberg, treasurer.

Installation of new officers will be held and Tuesday morning, April 11, after chapel period, and Jeannie Hickman's choir. The service will begin in the gymnasium and end in the home room. All members and friends are urged to attend.

Olympics Vacation Scene

Professor MacMillin, accompanist, spent his vacation on the western side of the Olympic peninsula. He sampled all of the area, and says there is considerable oil prospecting being planned for this summer, he stated.

Students Return from Home-Away-Face Vacation

Students of CPS appeared calm and pretty good health Monday morning, after a week-end vacation. Evelyn Shaw spent each of her day in the den chair (dear sympathy). Jeanny Jean Smith had the cold last week, and has to go to the doctor Sunday, if her body is not back to normal.

Eleanor Newman caught a "little nose" and has been in bed for a few days at the hospital. She is expected to be discharged soon.

An answer to the age-old problem; what happens when an irresistible force meets an immovable body? Boy meets girl, or is she too disarming? Skinny; or Dotty Haugen and Bob Ridgeway. What will the outcome be? Is the romance real, or is it all a game? Only time will tell.
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